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e’ve officially passed the halfway
mark of 2022, and we’ve got a lot of
exciting things to look forward to as
we move through Q3 and into Q4.
First, I’m beyond pleased to announce that
two of our supplier brands – Coors Light and
Corona – have renewed their partnerships
with Arizona Athletics. This alliance offers
our customers the opportunity to show their
Wildcat pride with co-branded point-of-sale.
From pennant strings to posters, banners and
even tap handles, we are bringing the alliance
to life at retail. Talk to your Route Manager
about your options and Bear Down with us!
When it comes to consumer trends, there are a couple of things I’m keeping
my eye on. It’s true that seltzer sales have slowed, but demand for these
products is still strong. White Claw and Truly have held their position as the
category leaders, but a couple of new brands have found their way near the
top: Topo Chico and Vizzy, in particular.

“From pennant strings to posters, banners and even tap handles,
we are bringing the alliance to life at retail. Talk to your Route
Manager about your options and Bear Down with us!”
The seltzer boom was, in and of itself, a sign that consumer tastes are
shifting. Light lagers have also been experiencing a rise in popularity as
drinkers look for easier-drinking, better-for-you products. There’s an article on
the resurgence of lagers on page 4 you should check out for a little more on
this topic – and suggestions on how you can take advantage.
And then we have another category that’s been getting a lot of buzz lately:
RTDs. Ready-to-drink options seem to be popping up everywhere as
consumers look for convenience, and there are some big names getting
into the game. Dos Equis will be releasing their spirits-based Classic Lime
Margarita this fall here in Arizona, and Truly will be testing seltzer-based
Truly Vodka Sodas beginning in October. You can find out more about those
products in the New Products section on page 10.
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Finally, I want to address the elephant in the room: inflation. From supply
chain issues to the rising costs of well, everything, we understand that
consumer habits will most likely change. We know higher prices of gas, food
and energy are affecting your day-to-day operations as well. Now, more than
ever, we appreciate your partnership, and we are committed to providing
you with the best products and the best service as we navigate all these
changes in the economy.
Thank you again for your business – it is much appreciated.
Sincerely,
Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

Dennis Shields
President

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Finley People Get The Job Done
Sloane Teasley
Senior Brand Manager

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? Since August 18th,
1997. It’ll be 25 years this year.
Where were you born? I was born in Oakland, California, but I’ve lived
in Tucson for 41 years.
What’s your favorite part of your job? Meeting new people, building
relationships with customers and working with the amazing Finley team. I
have made a lot of lifelong friends here.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time?
My go-to beer is Dos Equis Lager. However, I also enjoy White Claw
and Truly.
What do you love best about Tucson? Tucson is a great community to
raise a family in. It’s an amazing college town. Go Cats! It’s also tough
to beat the 75-degree weather in the winter and Tucson has the best
Mexican food around.
Tells us a little about your family. I have been married to my beautiful
wife, Raquel, for 17 years. I have two sons, Aidan (16) and Isaac (12).
Both boys play travel basketball and we are on the road all the time. We
have two dogs, Spike and Jedi, and one cat, Teddy.

Frank Mitchell
Chase Crew

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? I’m going on
eleven years now.
Where were you born? I was born here in Tucson, AZ.
What’s your favorite part of your job? Doing my work professionally.
I get my work done and then do my best to help out others who need
a hand.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? I like
805, Dos Equis and Angry Orchard.
What do you love best about Tucson? I would have to say the
environment. The weather is kind of crazy depending on whether it’s the
summer or the winter, but I love the vibes and the people that I’ve come
to know throughout the years, both through work and in my social life.
Tell us a little about your family. I have three handsome boys named
Andrew, Tristen and Diego. My lovely daughters are Keliann, Kalee and
McKenzy, who passed away. I also have a beautiful wife named Lelani
Mitchell. I truly couldn’t ask for a better family. My family is my world.
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CoverSTORY
Gen Z Consumers Come of Age
Thirsting for flavor, face-to-face fun and products that are “real,” the next generation of LDA
consumers aren’t just drinking less, they are drinking different. And The Boston Beer Company has
just what they are searching for.

B

ack in July, the knowledgeable people of Boston Beer got on the
phone with Heady Times’ staff writers. The conversation was all about
Generation Z and how they purchase alcohol. The take-away is this: The
beverage has to suit the occasion & the occasion is mostly an
afternoon affair. Here’s the rest of what they had to say...
“I think young drinkers today are kind of like cross-drinkers. They
like seltzers. They like craft beer and they are all about convenient,
ready-to-drink canned cocktails with lots of flavor,” began Sam
Calagione, the founder of Dogfish Head Brewery, a company that is
arguably one of the OG breweries dedicated to flavor. “And it’s never
been a better time to be a lover of diverse beverages.”
“Absolutely,” chimed in Dave Burwick, BBC’s President and CEO. “But
for me, what’s really interesting is not just what they are drinking, it’s
when they are drinking. It’s much earlier in the day. Late-night drinking
is less of a thing with this age group. So, thinking to the fall and what
Gen Z is likely to purchase, this is what retailers should take to heart.
The occasion is likely to be something like a tailgate. It takes place in
the afternoon and it’s going to last for hours, so the beverages they bring
to the party are easy-to-drink, approachable and lower in alcohol. The
sweet spot is between 4% & 5% ABV.”

[Think of an approachable beverage as
something with a taste that isn’t too
complex. It’s straightforward and refreshing
like Sam Adams Octoberfest, Twisted Tea
or the reformulated Truly made with real fruit
juice for lots more flavor. It’s not an Imperial
Stout with aromas of chocolate and coffee.]
“It’s a beverage that can keep them in
the moment, not anything that’s going to
weigh them down. They want a product that
enhances their enjoyment of the occasion
by imparting a pleasant buzz… something
they can keep drinking longer through the
day while celebrating with their friends,”
explains Audrey Chee-Read, Senior Leader
of BBC’s Consumer Insights Team.

“I think young drinkers today are
kind of like cross-drinkers. They like
seltzers. They like craft beer and
they are all about convenient,
ready-to-drink canned cocktails
with lots of flavor.”
– Sam Calagione,
Founder of Dogfish Head Brewery
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CoverSTORY
Gen Z Approved. These
Beverages Check All the Boxes.
Truly

This fall’s Truly x Takis
partnership was made
with Gen Z in mind and
includes a suite of POS
that will boldly stand
out at retail and drive
incremental sales.

“That’s definitely the case,” said Sam
Calagione. “And getting back to what I said
earlier about the Gen Z consumer being
a cross-drinker, variety is important. We
know that because the sale of variety packs
are up. When you buy a variety pack, you
get to experience different flavors. And be
confident that everyone else at the party will
find something they like because the group
of people they are hanging out with will be
as diverse as the stuff they are drinking.
It’s so cool that Gen Z is very inclusive and
open to accepting others who are different
from them.”

According to the latest Ad Age-Harris Poll
Gen Z brand tracker, which ranks brands
making the most progress with the coveted
generation, Truly is one of the top brands
gaining Gen Z attention right now. Hard
seltzer is still the beverage of the new
generation and Truly is a dominant brand
in hard seltzer’s full-flavor segment. The
product now contains real fruit juice to amp
up the taste, but it’s still sessionable and authentic. In
terms of flavor, there is something for everyone, so it also
checks the box for inclusivity.

Samuel Adams Octoberfest
Octoberfest is the number one fall seasonal
and has authenticity in spades. The Samuel
Adams Stein Hoisting program is perfect for a
generation that prizes fun group activities.

Sam Adams Sweater Weather
Variety Pack & Angry Orchard Fall Haul
These variety packs are chock-full of approachable,
sessionable brews and have something for everyone.

PROFILE OF A GEN Z CONSUMER
(BORN AFTER 1996)
Authenticity – They want the real, raw
deal. Imposters need not apply.
Skeptical – They hate jargon and won’t
be “sold to” with a lame marketing pitch.
Recommendations from their peers
are more persuasive than Facebook or
Twitter campaigns.
Shopping Habits – They enjoy going to
a store with friends as a social activity.
When buying online, they use their phone
& would rather buy from a store or brand
than use Amazon.
Brand Loyalty – They are fickle, but
gravitate to brands that prize inclusivity
and demonstrate commitment to
various causes like the environment or
social justice.

Twisted Tea
The brand that launched
a category, Twisted Tea
has everything Gen Z likes
in an adult beverage.
Tasty & sessionable, it
appeals to many different
demographics and the
advertising shows real
customers enjoying
the product.

www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.43
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LagerBOOM
OMG! Lagers Are Cool Again

T

hese days it might seem like everyone is drinking IPAs, but the reality is
that lagers remain the world’s most popular beers. Lagers are more varied
than you might think, and calorie-conscious consumers looking for lighter,
healthier alcoholic drink options are rediscovering the beauty and simplicity of
a German-inspired lager. Hop fatigue has finally set in, brewers are innovating
and now lagers are making a comeback.
For years, lagers suffered from the common
misconception that they all taste the same.
But now, breweries large and small are
taking up this style’s mantle, showing just
how distinctive lagers can be. And, for
perhaps the first time in the modern beer
movement, both IPA aficionados and loyal
lager drinkers are benefitting.
Treasured for its clean, crisp taste and
beautiful clarity (once upon a time, beers
looked like muddy, roiling concoctions)
the lager was eclipsed by that darling of
the craft beer movement, the IPA. Prized
for their “complexity” and palate-wrecking
prowess, IPAs became an outright phenomenon, as accessible, easydrinking lagers no longer ignited the imaginations of curious beer-hunters
searching for the bold, rare and increasingly bizarre “next big thing”.
But the tide seems to be turning. A look at the fastest-growing styles
by check-ins on Untappd – an indicator of buzz – shows lager styles
dominating the top of the list.
But the truth is, lagers never really went away. In 2021 light
lagers continued to be the first choice of many consumers, even
increasing share of stomach by 24.6%. The second most sought-after
style? That would be the classic lager, with IPA finishing third. Whether it
be Coors Light, Dos Equis Lager or Modelo Especial (which itself saw
a whopping increase of 63.4% in 2020), lagers still dominate.
It takes a lot of skill to master the lager process (in which
bottom fermentation gives way to aging for extended periods at cold
temperatures) and well-made brews are garnering attention. Whether it
be a new, innovative take on a storied lager, or a crisp, slow-pour pils at
a taproom, brewers want to master this difficult style, and, in doing so,
they have put lagers back in the spotlight where they belong.
Local breweries like Dragoon Brewing understand how versatile the style
can be. A brewery arguably built on the back of their west-coast IPA,
Dragoon recently branched out and released their version of a pilsner,
a unique style among lagers defined by its hoppiness. Dragoon Pils is
made from a simple grist of American-grown and malted pilsner malt,
Colorado Munich, Brumalt and Acidulated malt. Any craft beer snob who
thinks lagers can only be fizzy, yellow and flavorless needs to try this
refreshing, crisp and totally crushable beer.
Breweries like Firestone Walker are embracing the rich history of
Mexican-style lagers by putting their own craft curve on the category.
805 Cerveza, developed to complement the increasingly popular 805
4
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blonde ale, combines a pilsner malt, barley
malt, fruity flavor, hoppy bitterness and lime
sourness all in one drink. Crisp, clean, dry
and approachable, this premium lager is
brewed with a touch of lime.
Even larger breweries are reimagining what
a lager can be. With Alta by Tecate, their
brewers have met consumer demand by
creating an exceptional light beer that cuts
calories without compromising flavor. Dos
Equis has brought the ritual of adding lime
and salt into a can so consumers don’t
have to with Dos Equis Lime & Salt, the
Dos Equis Lager beer-drinkers love with
hints of natural fruit flavors and a touch
of lime and salt – available on its own, or
in a special Variety Pack with Dos Equis
Pineapple, Dos Equis Watermelon and
Dos Equis Cucumber.
So if anyone asks you what’s new, you can
tell them to check out beer’s best kept
secret: the lager.

Feature
Pumpkin, Spice & Everything Nice
A beloved seasonal with colonial American roots is still a best-seller.

L

ong before pumpkin spice lattes signaled the unofficial start of fall, pumpkin
beers rang in the season. The arrival of the first orange six-packs & cases
is still a cause for celebration. But have you ever wondered why anyone
would make a beer with pumpkin in the first place?
Turns out, these beers are historic!
An important symbol of American culture, the pumpkin was a staple of
the colonial diet, especially when it was fermented. Because pumpkins
are full of starches and sugars, colonists used them to craft the earliest
“pumpkin beer,” with recipes for the brew published as early as 1771. But
those early beers would hardly be recognizable to today’s craft beer drinker –
made without any malt, they were more like a hoppy pumpkin cider.
Today, a variety of pumpkin beers are enjoyed as a seasonal
alternative to the West Coast IPAs of summer that are relished
before the barleywines and porters of winter.
Pumpkin beers can run the gamut from brown ales brewed with real
pumpkin (like Dogfish Head’s classic Punkin Ale) to roasty porters with
sweet, spicy notes (like Grand Canyon’s Pumpkin Springs Porter). They
might finish sweet or dry, range in color from clear amber to opaque &
dark and the included pumpkin may be raw, roasted, juiced or pureed, or
not be present at all. In fact, many pumpkin beers don’t actually contain
pumpkin! Instead, the unifying characteristic of modern pumpkin beers is

the inclusion of spices and flavors typically
found in pumpkin pie: cinnamon, nutmeg,
allspice and vanilla. These flavors can be
added via steeping spices in the beer like
tea, or by aging the beer in bourbon barrels
for vanilla notes.
It’s that characteristic combination of
flavors that makes pumpkin beers the
perfect choice for fall. With a strong malt
backbone, higher ABV and fall spice
notes, these beers pair incredibly well
with cooler temperatures and heartier
cuisine, from roasted chicken and turkey
to creamy squash soup to – you guessed
it – pie.
And the best part? While pumpkin
beers might get the most play in the
weeks leading up to Halloween, their
ideal sipping season runs all autumn
long. From the first changing leaves to
Thanksgiving dinner, there’s no better
accompaniment to fall festivities than a
frosty pumpkin beer!

U-Pick Pumpkins – Fresh from the Tank
Can’t get enough of that good orange stuff? Here are a few pumpkin brews your customers are
looking forward to this fall!

Dogfish Head
Punkin Ale

Wasatch
Pumpkin Ale

VooDoo Ranger
Atomic Pumpkin

Left Hand Pumpkin
Spice Latte Nitro

Dogfish Head’s classic,
full-bodied brown ale
features smooth hints
of real pumpkin, brown
sugar and spice.

Tastes like smooth spice
and caramel. Brewed
with pure pumpkin
and the finest barley,
this amber-hued ale is
spiced like your favorite
holiday pie and is sure
to please. Can we pour
you a slice?

Not too spicy, not too
sweet, and not like
any pumpkin beer
you’ve had before.
This pumpkin ale
was brewed with
Saigon Cinnamon and
Habanero and De
Arbol peppers for an
explosion of flavors.

A blend of cinnamon,
ginger, nutmeg and
allspice combine with
pumpkin and roasted
coffee, then toasted
malts impart notes of
caramel sweetness while
oats and lactose add
richness and body. Top
it all off with a pillowy
nitro head reminiscent
of latte foam.

Wasatch
Black O’Lantern
Pumpkin Stout

Grand Canyon
Pumpkin Springs
Porter

Tastes like velvety
chocolate and pumpkin.
This rich, chocolatey
frankenbrew is dryspiced and scary good.
Boo.

This fan favorite porter
comes in at 8% ABV
and features warming
flavors from fall spices
and pumpkin puree.
It drinks smooth with
a complex punch of
seasonal flavor.
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ProductHIGHLIGHT
Topo Chico is Making Waves in a Sea of Hard Seltzers
Among all the new entrants to this increasingly busy and still-growing category, only Topo Chico Hard Seltzer
took share from established brands right out of the gate. Already ranked #3 in the segment with an 8% share
in Phoenix/Tucson IRI data, this “grown-up” version of Topo Chico Mineral Water – the only mineral water with a
cult following & country western song singing its praises – deserves a spot in your lineup.

I

t’s the next big thing. It’s authentic. It can’t fail, so order a lot of it. How
many times have you heard this about a new product? Too often, the “sure
bet” ends up collecting dust and going out of code – all sizzle, no steak.
But sometimes, all the promises are true. Sometimes there’s sizzle and steak.
Sometimes, there’s a product like Topo Chico Hard Seltzer.
This new entrant to the national hard seltzer stage doesn’t just have
potential, it’s a proven winner. Topo Chico is the third-fastest turning
hard seltzer with the highest repeat purchase rate of all the brands
launched by Molson Coors in the last two years. And the Topo Chico
Hard Seltzer Variety Pack (featuring Tangy Lemon Lime, Strawberry
Guava, Tropical Mango & Exotic Pineapple flavors) has become a
top-10 best-selling package in the category since its January debut.
More mouth-watering flavors, Topo Chico Margarita Hard Seltzer and
Topo Chico Ranch Water Hard Seltzer, have recently hit the market,
and customers love them.

Legendary Taste, a Cult-like Following and an Aztec Princess
The success of Topo Chico Hard Seltzer isn’t accidental. The brand
has tapped into the passion that surrounds Topo Chico Mineral Water,
the non-alc brand that inspired the hard seltzer. The mineral water is
celebrated for its gentle fizz, hint of citrus and subtle salinity, which
combine for a taste that fans call liquified heaven. Coastal Current
magazine even ran an article in the September 2021 edition titled, “Topo
Chico Makes Everything Better.” And country western star Robert Ellis
dedicated a song on his album Texas Piano Man to his favorite bubbly
beverage, singing “Every time they open the top, I hope they don’t
ever stop.”

For an authentic twist on a classic, serve Topo Chico Hard Seltzer
Pico Chico style, with a rim dipped in chamoy, Tajin and lime juice.

Besides great taste, Topo Chico entices
fans with a mystique that stretches back
for centuries. The story goes that even
the Aztecs partook of Topo Chico (via the
spring from which the water is bottled
in Monterrey, Mexico), and believed the
mineral water had healing powers. It’s
even said that bathing in that spring saved
the life of a beloved Aztec princess. The
minerals that naturally occur in the water
– magnesium, calcium & sodium – are
considered essential electrolytes vital for
health, so the legend could be true!

Big Support for the Next Best Thing
“The level of excitement around Topo
Chico Hard Seltzer is incredible,” says
Matt Escalante VP of Hard Seltzers for the
Molson Coors Beverage Company. Because
the mineral water has a very loyal base
of Hispanic consumers in the U.S., and a
sizeable millennial following, bringing this
brand to the beer aisle was a logical next
step. Retail sales increased 67% yearover-year (2021 compared to 2022)
proving that consumers want a hard
seltzer with minerals for taste, fresh
& unique fruit flavors and a heaping
helping of authenticity.
Topo Chico Hard Seltzer is available in a 12 oz. can 12-pack variety and in 24 oz. cans (Tangy Lemon Lime
and Strawberry Guava)
6
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Even though Topo Chico Hard Seltzer is
delicious enough to sell via word of mouth
alone, Molson Coors is supporting the

ProductHIGHLIGHT
Margaritas & Ranch Waters
Topo Chico Hard Seltzer is capitalizing on the rising
popularity of tequila in two of its recent innovations: Topo
Chico Margarita Hard Seltzer and Topo Chico Ranch
Water Hard Seltzer. Both products are updated versions
of classic tequila-based cocktails.
“The margarita is a beloved drink, but it comes with some
baggage, in the way of cheesy margarita culture,” says
Matt Escalante, VP of Hard Seltzers at Molson Coors
Beverage Company. “Our new spots show how Topo Chico
Margarita Hard Seltzer is making the margarita ‘nueva’
again with a new take on the classic cocktail.”

Topo Chico Hard Seltzer has the BFY credentials drinkers are looking
for – it’s gluten-free, sessionable and contains only 100 calories and
2g sugar per 12 oz. can.

brand with unprecedented media coverage
designed to meet consumers where they
are. A combination of paid social,
digital advertising, PR and TV spots in
English will reach 95% of consumers
in the 21-to-34-year-old age range an
average of ten times per month, building
awareness in this valuable demographic.
Additionally, Topo Chico programming
targeting Latinos will reach 95% of that
important market upwards of 12 times
per month.
And don’t forget Topo Chico’s stunning
packaging and POS for both the on and off
premise. With bright yellow labels, signage
and scene-stealing display pieces – as well
as unique cocktail recipes like Pico Chico &
Picosito – customers won’t be able to resist
this authentic, refreshing hard seltzer.
With all this momentum and support, Topo
Chico Hard Seltzer is one brand that’s going
nowhere but up.

Originating in Texas and popular across the southwest,
Ranch Water is a simple cocktail made with tequila, lime
juice and Topo Chico. In just the first 8 weeks of 2022,
ranch waters (including Topo Chico Ranch Water Hard
Seltzer) made up 70% of sales in the liquor channel. “Given
the love shown for Topo Chico Hard Seltzer,” Escalante
explains, “it’s only natural for the brand to refresh the taste
of the classic Texas drink like only we can.”

TOPO CHICO MARGARITA HARD SELTZER
At 100 calories and 4.5% alcohol
by volume, Topo Chico
Margarita Hard Seltzer
boasts the flavors of
margaritas without the
high sugar content
and calories of the
spirit-based version.
Signature Margarita’s
crisp, refreshing take on
hard seltzer has all of Topo Chico’s
signature bubbles with premium tequila notes and a
natural haze from fresh-squeezed lime juice – all perfectly
balanced with a touch of agave sweetness and a hint of
salt. Find it in 24 oz. single serve cans, or in the Margarita
12-pack variety of cans along with Strawberry Hibiscus,
Tropical Pineapple and Prickly Pear.

TOPO CHICO RANCH WATER HARD SELTZER

“Because the mineral water has a very
loyal base of Hispanic consumers in the
U.S. and a sizeable millennial following,
bringing [Topo Chico Hard Seltzer] to the
beer aisle was a logical next step.”
— Matt Escalante, VP of Hard Seltzers
at Molson Coors

Topo Chico Ranch Water
Hard Seltzer aims to do
the cocktail justice with
an ultra-refreshing, crisp
taste from real lime juice
and tequila flavor. Each
12-ounce slim can is only
100 calories and 4.7%
ABV. 24 oz. singles and
a 12-pack of 12 oz. cans
are also available.
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.43
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Why You ShouldBE SELLING…
Variety Packs
The classic 12-pack continues to entice consumers.
With so many exciting choices on the shelf and in the
cooler these days, customers get overwhelmed. That
makes variety packs a priceless addition to any retailer’s
arsenal, especially the cooler. These valuable SKUs do
much more than offer customers an assortment at
a fair price – they also allow breweries to curate a
pack that introduces consumers to their best brews,
offer unique brews for craft fans seeking the latest &
greatest and, best of all, inspire impulse purchases.
Trial is a big reason to love variety packs. No matter
where you fall in the three-tier system, packs like White
Claw Flavor Collection #1, #2 or #3 or the VooDoo
Ranger Hoppy Pack from New Belgium offer a mix of
some of the brands’ most beloved offerings and some
of their newest. That’s valuable not only to drinkers

discovering these brands for the first time, but also to
steadfast fans looking for a convenient assortment of
their favorites.
Consumers love variety packs because they’re great
value for their money, containing as many as 12 different
beers in one convenient package. But you should love them
because they are a boost to your bottom line – variety
pack sales are often incremental to your customers’
regular beer purchases, whether a brightly colored
package caught their eye on the way to the register or
they’re shopping for a crowd. Even better, customers might
add something new to their regular shopping list!
Reach out to your Finley Route Manager today to learn more
about the variety packs that will sell best in your store.

Exciting Variety Packs

For the Juice
Fan: Simply
Spiked Lemonade

For the Cider
Lover: Angry
Orchard Fall Haul

A new collaboration
from MolsonCoors
and Coca Cola
Company, Simply
Spiked Lemonade
has four flavors
(Signature,
Strawberry,
Blueberry and
Watermelon),
all at 5% ABV and
ready to bring a
smile as bright as
the sun.

Perfect for the
fall season.
Angry Orchard
Fall Haul offers
four deliciously
refreshing ciders:
staple flavors
Crisp Apple and
Cinnful Apple
plus new additions
Baked Apple Pie
and Dark Cherry
Apple Hard Core.

8
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For the Heat
Seekers:
Smirnoff Ice
Poco Pico Pack

For Fans of Beer
with a Twist:
Dos Equis Lager
Variety Pack

For the Seasonal
Lover: Samuel
Adams Sweater
Weather

This newer pack
includes a variety
of Smirnoff Ice
flavors with a
spicy edge at a
sessionable 4.5%
ABV. The 2/12 can
variety includes
Spicy Tamarind,
Pineapple
Jalapeno, Spicy
Margarita and
Mango Chili.

It’s the Dos
Equis Lager beer
consumers love with
hints of natural
fruit flavors. This
variety pack offers
four refreshing
flavors: Pineapple,
Watermelon,
Cucumber and
Lime & Salt.

From the leader
in seasonal brews
comes Sweater
Weather featuring
four popular limited
time offerings in
one pack: classic
Boston Lager,
Octoberfest and
Jack-O Pumpkin
Ale plus variety
pack exclusive
Festbier.

For the Hop
Head: Lagunitas
VarietI-PAck
The Lagunitas
VarietI-PAck
includes beers
representing four
IPA segments
that make up
over 80% of IPAs
sold: Daytime
(sessionable),
Hazy Wonder
(hazy), IPA
(standard) and
Little Sumpin’
(premium).

For the
Adventurer:
Firestone Walker
Tropical Hazy
Mixed Pack
Introducing a
psychedelic trifecta
of tropical flavors
from the minds
behind Mind Haze.
Exclusively in the
Mind Haze Tropical
Hazy Mixed Pack:
Mind Haze Tiki
Smash IPA, Mind
Haze Hopical
Crush IPA and
Mind Haze Citrus
Cyclone IPA.

IndustrySPOTLIGHT
Get to Know Rhonda Moniz,
Market Manager for
Heineken USA

R

honda Moniz, Market Manager for Heineken USA’s Arizona Southwest
Zone, is a well-known mainstay of the Tucson beer scene. Always
animated and effervescent, you won’t find anyone in town more
enthusiastic about the beer industry or more willing to sit down and share
a cold pint. Heady Times sits down with Moniz to talk about overcoming
pandemic challenges, keeping up with customer demands and finding a
home in Heineken USA.
Heady Times (HT): How did you get your start in the beer industry
and how did you end up at Heineken?
Rhonda Moniz (RM): After bartending and managing bars here in
Tucson, I moved to Albuquerque, NM in 2000. I worked for Marriott
before working at RNDC where I took on numerous positions from
accounting and merchandising, to on and off premise sales. In 2007, I
was fortunate enough to be recruited as a Beer Ranger for New Belgium
in my home state of Arizona. I worked with them for 12 fantastic years
before finding my beer home at Heineken USA.
HT: What does a typical day at work look like for you?
RM: I’m frequently on the computer for more time than I enjoy. When
the pandemic hit, I was tasked with the huge responsibility of making
sure our beers were arriving from Mexico and overseas to help manage
the supply chain. I really enjoy being out in retail, getting to know the
accounts, and catching up with sales reps and supervisors. I’m also
often out in the market seeing how we’re executing. I love working with
community events and supporting our promos at retail.
HT: What is your favorite part of your job?
RM: I love representing Heineken and our brands, from our iconic green
bottles to our Mexican imports – Dos Equis and Tecate. Launching new
innovations like Tecate Alta and Dos Lime & Salt allows me find new
ways to bring our products to market. My favorite part of my job is the
opportunity to work with so many of our local Tucson accounts. I enjoy
watching all of our combined efforts within distributors and sales and
seeing the brands grow. We have had strong growth year after year.
HT: What is your go-to beer after a long day at work?
RM: Depends on how the day goes, but usually a Dos Equis Lager does
the trick! If I feel like starting the weekend with a morning beer, I make it a
Dos XX michelada and throw in some Clamato for the vitamins, of course.
HT: How has Heineken managed to thrive in the face of a
pandemic that has been the downfall of so many other industries?
RM: HUSA faced many challenges with the supply chain. We ran
into shortage issues with everything from glass to cardboard, not to
mention the obstacles of getting our brands over closed borders with
driver shortages. Our company got scrappy with managing the supply
battles and we are grateful to have consumers who were loyal and kept
us going.

Rhonda Moniz

HT: As consumer tastes change,
Heineken evolves the brands and beers
it brews. In what ways has Heineken
had to evolve over the years in order to
keep pace with customers?
RM: Staying on top of consumer trends
has been a focal point for Heineken, in
addition to supporting cultural events like
Coachella, the US Open, Formula One and
Liga Mexican Soccer. We carefully select
who we partner with and want to ensure
that we elevate the brand while providing
an enhanced experience for consumers.
HT: Is there anything exciting in the
works for Heineken in the year ahead?
RM: The brand extensions on the Dos Equis
side are possibly the most exciting! Last
year we added Dos Equis Lime & Salt and
a Ranch Water (seltzer) variety pack. This
fall you will see a new RTD with Dos Equis
Margarita and a 5L mini keg perfect for U
of A Tailgating!
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NewPRODUCTS
Simply Spiked Lemonade

Vicky Chamoy

Introducing Simply Spiked
Lemonade™, a line of sparkling
spiked lemonades from Simply®
– the lemonade experts. These
ready-to-drink spiked beverages are
available in Signature Lemonade,
Strawberry Lemonade,
Watermelon Lemonade and
Blueberry Lemonade. Each flavor
combines expertly blended alcohol and the
bold, yet refreshing taste of real fruit juice for a naturally
flavored beverage bursting with sweet, tart lemonade
taste! ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. slim can multipack,
24 oz. singles (Signature Lemonade and Strawberry
Lemonade only) Availability: Now! Year‑round

Introducing Victoria’s first U.S. innovation, Vicky
Chamoy. Touting an authentically Mexican flavor and
capitalizing on the success of Vicky Chamoy in Mexico,
this beer stays true to its roots by offering a mix of
tamarind and chamoy, providing the perfect balance
of salty and sweet. ABV: 3.5% Package: 24 oz. cans
only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in September

Dos Equis
Classic Lime Margarita
Dos Equis is launching a new ready-to-drink
canned margarita that gives you a perfectly
mixed cocktail that will refresh you as much as
it excites your taste buds, all at the crack of a
can. Dos Equis uses their expertise at crafting
smooth and refreshing beverages to carefully
blend Mexican tequila with high-quality ingredients to
create a well-balanced taste profile. With real lime juice,
this cocktail won’t give you that artificial taste others
might. ABV: 18.0% Package: 12 oz. slim cans only
Availability: Now, year‑round

Truly Vodka Seltzer
From the makers of your favorite hard
seltzer comes NEW Truly Vodka Seltzer:
6x distilled vodka, real fruit juice
and premium flavors combine for an
elevated drinking experience. Perfectly
balanced for a seltzer that’s crisp, clean
and delightfully refreshing. Flavors in
the Variety Pack include Cherry & Lime (also available
in 12 oz. slim cans), Blackberry & Lemon, Pineapple
& Cranberry and Peach & Tangerine. ABV: 5.0%
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in October

Angry Orchard Hardcore
Dark Cherry Apple
Angry Orchard Hardcore Dark Cherry Apple is
bursting with flavor and real fruit. Featuring
bittersweet apples blended with dark
cherries, this well-balanced Imperial hard
cider, with an 8% ABV, is robust yet smooth.
ABV: 8.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in August
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Modelo Chelada Variety Pack
The Modelo Chelada Variety Pack of
12 oz. cans is the brand’s newest multipack offering and first variety pack,
featuring fruit-forward flavors: Mango y
Chile, Naranja Picosa, Limón y Sal
and Piña Picante. This new variety
pack will continue to drive incremental
brand growth by tapping into new drinking
occasions & consumers and unlocking channel
distribution opportunities. Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in September

Huss Brewing Juicy Juicy IPA
A super juicy IPA brewed with the new Cryo
Pop hops, El Dorado as well as Amarillo hops,
this new brew with a smooth, soft mouthfeel
is bursting with candied pineapple, sweet
orange, stone fruit and melon. ABV: 6.3%
Packages: 12 oz. and 24 oz. cans and draft
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in September

Huss Brewing
Double Nix Strong IPA
This double hazy IPA has tons of citrus, stone
fruit and tropical fruit in aroma and flavor. Think
mango, candied pineapple and melon with an
amazing nose. ABV: 8.2% Package: 16 oz. cans
only Availability: Year‑round, beginning in August

Oskar Blues Hazy Blues Juicy IPA
The very first beers Oskar Blues brewed
were enjoyed in the hazy downstairs
blues joint at their brewpub in Lyons,
ColoRADo. Thousands of jams and bar room
shenanigans later, brewers are stoked to
present the juiciest IPA Oskar Blues has
ever produced – worthy of those bluesy
roots. Turn up the tunes, drink it down
and take a ride on a hop-powered beer train we call
Hazy Blues. ABV: 7.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Year‑round, beginning in September

NewPRODUCTS
Western Son Strawberry
Get ready for the newest pick of the
patch! Western Son Vodka is introducing
their newest member to the family
line-up! Strawberry is here and this
handcrafted spirit is 10X distilled, glutenfree, made with fresh strawberries and
the perfect addition to your cocktails.
ABV: 30.0% Package: 750mL bottles
only Availability: Year‑round, beginning
in August

NewPACKAGES
Dos Equis Lager 5L Mini Keg
Bring the bar experience to your home! Enjoy
the smooth taste of Dos Equis Lager in this
special 5-liter keg. Dos Equis Lager Especial is a
golden pilsner-style beer made from pure spring
water and the choicest hops. With a balanced
composition and a smooth, clean finish, it’s
the party guest who is always invited and never
overstays his welcome. Availability: September

Guinness & DraftKings
Limited-Edition Package
This limited-edition 8-pack of 14.9 oz.
Guinness cans highlights the partnership
between Guinness and DraftKings
– the leader in interactive sports
entertainment with over 2 million
monthly unique players – and
communicates the Guinness
Time Daily Fantasy Challenge.
Availability: September

Wild Tonic Variety Pack
Wild Tonic is proud to announce its newest offering in their
Hard Jun Kombucha line – 5.6% ABV Variety 12-packs!
Made with honey instead of sugar and left to ferment
longer than regular kombucha to grow the ABV, Wild Tonic
Hard Jun Kombucha is light and refreshing and
offers a new and fun option in the
category! These new 12-packs are
available in 4 core flavors: Blueberry
Basil, Mango Ginger, Raspberry
Goji Rose and Strawberry Blood
Orange. Get ready to take your
taste buds on an adventure!
Availability: Now! Year‑round

SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty
beers and Finley does all we can to get as much product
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in
production for some of these limited release offerings will
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.
Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be
able to offer similar suggestions.

Samuel Adams Octoberfest
In 1810, the Oktoberfest tradition was born
when Munich celebrated the Crown Prince
Ludwig’s wedding with a special beer and
16-day party. Samuel Adams’ take on the
style blends hearty malts for a deep, smooth
flavor with notes of caramel that’s perfect for
the season, or whatever you’re celebrating.
ABV: 5.3% Packages: 12 oz. bottles,
12 oz. cans and draft Availability: Now!

Samuel Adams Sweater Weather
Variety Pack
This seasonal assortment of bottles
includes: Octoberfest, a hearty Märzen
with a roasty malt sweetness and a light
hop character; Jack-O, a pumpkin beer
packed with flavors that recall memories
of homemade pumpkin pie; Boston
Lager, bold, rich and complex, Samuel
Adams’ flagship brew offers caramel
and toffee malt notes and a distinct noble hop character
with hints of spicy pine and citrus; and Festbier, brewed
to toast and enjoy, Festbier offers a malty sweetness
balanced by moderate hop bitterness and a touch of
honey. Availability: Now!

Dogfish Head Punkin Ale
This full-bodied brown ale is made with
REAL pumpkin, brown sugar, allspice,
nutmeg and cinnamon. Fun fact: six
months before Dogfish even opened their
doors for business, Punkin Ale claimed first
prize in the 1994 Punkin Chunkin Recipe
Contest! Since its debut in 1995, they’ve
brewed Punkin Ale each and every fall. ABV: 7.0%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only Availability: Now!
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
New Belgium Voodoo Ranger
Atomic Pumpkin Ale
Not too spicy, not too sweet, and
unlike any pumpkin beer you have had
before. Atomic Pumpkin Ale is brewed
with Saigon cinnamon, habanero,
chile de arbol and African Bird
Peppers for an explosion of flavors
that will keep ya coming back for
more. ABV: 6.4% Package: 12 oz.
cans only Availability: August

New Belgium
VooDoo Ranger
Hop Raider IPA
Don’t miss this deep, golden, west
coast IPA made with Mosaic, Sabro,
Citra, Nelson Sauvin and Galaxy hops.
ABV: 8.1% Packages: 12 oz. cans
and draft Availability: August

Bell’s Octoberfest
Crafted as a flavorful session beer, Bell’s Octoberfest is
perfect for a week-long wedding celebration in Germany
or the start of the Arizona
autumn. Octoberfest spends
a full six weeks maturing in
the fermentation vessels,
focusing on light caramel malt
notes to lend body without too
much sweetness. ABV: 5.5%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles and
draft Availability: August

Dragoon
Brewing Goonfest
Goonfest is Dragoon’s take
on a traditional German-style
Oktoberfest lager. Made from
premium U.S.-grown Pilsner
malt, Munich 10L, Proximity
Red and Acidulated malt (with
a touch of U.S.-grown Nugget
and Sterling hops), this beer is
malty and bready with a touch of
fruity and floral hop aroma. Enjoy it in large quantities
with schnitzel, sausage or dilly German-style potato
salad. ABV: 5.6% Packages: 16 oz. cans and draft
Availability: August
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Leinenkugel’s Oktoberfest
Leinenkugel’s is paying
homage to their German
roots with the return of
their traditional Märzenstyle beer. Brewed to
deliver a toasted malt
flavor and subtly spicy hop
notes, it’s perfect for all the fall festivities. ABV: 5.1%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles, 12 oz. cans and draft
Availability: Now!

Hacker-Pschorr Original
Oktoberfest Märzen
Hacker-Pschorr Original Oktoberfest makes any
celebration authentic! Since 1417, Hacker-Pschorr
has been a leader among Munich’s famed breweries.
Over the ensuing 600+ years, their Brewmasters have
perfected the art of making the most
flavorful and consistent beer from the
simplest of ingredients: water, malt,
yeast and hops. Original Oktoberfest
has a nose of black currants and
earth, with a malt-driven flavor
expertly balanced by Hallertau hops.
ABV: 5.8% Packages: 11.2 oz. bottles
and limited draft Availability: Now!

Paulaner Oktoberfest Bier
This golden Oktoberfest lager is Germany’s #1
Oktoberfest bier. It is also the only bier served
in Paulaner Oktoberfest tents today and the
favorite bier at the Munich Oktoberfest. Brewed
once a year, Oktoberfest Bier is the pinnacle
of German brewing; deep golden in color, fullbodied and wonderfully mellow with a balanced,
harmonious taste and the pleasant fragrance of
hops. At 6% ABV, it is stronger and bolder than
the typical lager. ABV: 6.0% Packages: 11.2 oz.
bottles, 16.9 oz. cans, draft and 1 liter can/mug set
Availability: Now!

Paulaner Oktoberfest Märzen
This amber bier style was developed more than
200 years ago to celebrate the original Munich
Oktoberfest. The Märzen name originates from
“March bier” because it was historically brewed
in March, to be available for its peak flavor by the
Oktoberfest celebration. This full-bodied bier, with
its rich malt flavor and dark toffee notes, has an
underlying fruitiness and masterful hop balance.
Draft is available year‑round, bottles seasonally.
ABV: 5.8% Package: 11.2 oz. bottles only
Availability: Now!

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Mike’s Hard Lemonade
Apple Pear

Left Hand
Oktoberfest Märzen

Crisp apple and authentic Bosc pear
perfectly complement each other in
Mike’s newest seasonal. Mike’s Hard
Lemonade Apple Pear has just the right balance
of tartness and sweetness that makes every sip
refreshing. ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. bottles
only Availability: September

Toasted, biscuity malt balanced by spicy
Noble hops with a clean lager finish;
let the rich copper hues of this bright
lager shine from your stein! Left Hand’s
Oktoberfest Märzen balances malt-driven
notes of bread crust, biscuit and toasted
pretzel with just the right amount of Noble
hop character, culminating in a dry & spicy finish.
Deliciously repeatable, this take on the classic style is
the perfect way to toast the season. Prost! ABV: 6.6%
Packages: 12 oz. cans and draft Availability: August

NEW!

Firestone Walker Oaktoberfest
Oaktoberfest is Firestone Walker’s oakinspired homage to the great German
tradition of Oktoberfest. The brewers
go the extra mile of maturing this
beer in French oak barrels to create
an amazingly smooth mouthfeel. The
result is a classic German festbier with
a hint of West Coast hoppiness. Grab
your stein, don your lederhosen and enjoy! ABV: 5.2%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only Availability: August

Firestone Walker
IPA Mixed Pack with
Shapeshifters Hazy IPA

NEW
MIX!

This fall will see a new beer in Firestone Walker’s IPA
2/12 can Mixed Pack. Joining Mind Haze, Hopnosis
and Union Jack is a new limited-release,
hazy IPA brewed with Australian
Galaxy and USA’s iconic
Citra hops. Galaxy
Shapeshifters is bursting
with tropical hop flavors
of passionfruit, guava and
citrus and can only be
found in this IPA Mixed
Pack for a limited time.
Availability: September

Huss Brewing Oktoberfest
Inspired by the traditional Bavarian Märzen,
this beer has a copper-red hue, full body
and drinks with a slight malty sweetness.
Winner of the 2020 GOLD medal at the
U.S. OPEN and the 2019 SILVER medal
at the Great American Beer Festival!
ABV: 5.5% Packages: 12 oz. cans and
draft Availability: Now!

Left Hand
Pumpkin Spice Latte Nitro
Up your pumpkin spice latte
game with this cozy can of fall.
Left Hand’s brewers’ blend of
cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg and
allspice combine with pumpkin
and roasted coffee, satiating
this celebrated seasonal
craving. Toasted
malts impart notes
of caramel sweetness
while oats and lactose
add richness and body.
Top it all off with a pillowy nitro head
reminiscent of latte foam. Golden orange
in color like changing fall leaves, Pumpkin
Spice Latte Nitro is tailor-made for the fall.
ABV: 7.0% Package: 13.65 oz. cans only
Availability: August

Shiner Oktoberfest
Much like the world’s largest beer
festival, the Shiner brewery has
deep Bavarian roots. Because of
this, they honor tradition every
year and brew this Märzen-style
lager with Munich and caramel
malt & German-grown Hallertau
and Hersbrucker hops. Shiner
Oktoberfest has an amber color,
a lightly toasted, sweet, malty flavor and a dry, lightly
hopped finish. ABV: 5.7% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: August
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Grand Canyon
Prickly Pear IPA
The newest installment of the
SABCO exclusive package rotator,
Prickly Pear IPA comes on the
heels of the success of Grand
Canyon’s Prickly Pear Wheat.
Prickly Pear IPA is a hybridstyle IPA featuring a classic
effervescence with a softer
mouthfeel and juicy and
flavorful hops modern beer
drinkers seek out. ABV: 6.8%
Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: August

Oskar Blues Death By Coconut
Intense fresh cacao flavors swirl with
popping coconut aromas, all supported
by a semi-sweet porter made from
loads of dark chocolate and extra dark
caramel malt. This one will have you
reminiscing of sweet treats for sure!
ABV: 6.5% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: September

Abita Pecan Ale
Pecan Ale is made with real
Louisiana roasted pecans for a
subtle, nutty flavor and aroma.
It’s brewed with pale, Munich,
biscuit and caramel malts and
Willamette hops. The roasted
pecans are added in the
brewhouse. Crack one open
and geaux nuts! ABV: 5.2%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles and
draft Availability: Now!

Grand Canyon
Pumpkin Springs Porter
Grand Canyon Brewing’s fall
favorite Pumpkin Springs Porter
is hitting the shelves a bit earlier
this year. This fan-favorite porter
comes in at 8% ABV and features
warming flavors from fall spices
and pumpkin puree. It drinks
smooth with a complex punch
of seasonal flavor. ABV: 8.0%
Package: 16 oz. cans only
Availability: August

Wasatch Black O’Lantern
Pumpkin Stout
Tastes like velvety
chocolate and
pumpkin. What
kind of madman
would cross an
imperial stout with a
pumpkin ale? Wasatch
brewers, as it turns
out. This rich, chocolatey frankenbrew
is dry-spiced and scary good. Boo.
ABV: 6.66% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: August

Wasatch Pumpkin Ale
Tastes like smooth spice and caramel.
Brewed with pure pumpkin and the finest
barley, this amber-hued ale is spiced like
your favorite holiday pie and is sure to please. Can we
pour you a slice? ABV: 5.0% Package: 12 oz. cans
only Availability: August
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JuneShine Hippie Juice
The next release in JuneShine’s Passion
Project Series, say hello to Hippie Juice –
a mouth-watering blast from the past by
JuneShine ambassador Cody Ko. Boogie
down with a fresh spin on a psychedelic
summer staple – featuring real, organic
yumberry, strawberry and lemon. Sip!
Don’t trip. ABV: 6.0% Package: 16 oz.
cans only Availability: August

Athletic Brewing Chelada Nada
Chelada Nada from Athletic Brewing
is a Limited-Time Offer brew only
available in the southwest. This small
batch pilot brew is a collaboration
brew with Arriba. A fiery & festive
brew that is a modern twist on the
Michelada: light & bright with a
blend of sweet tomato, spicy chili
pepper and zesty lime
flavors. ABV: N/A
Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Now!

NonAlcoholic!

Programs

Make a Scary Big
Difference with
Coors Light
Coors Light and St. Jude
Children’s Hospital are
celebrating over 25 years of
partnership with this year’s
Halloween donation program.
Starting October 1st and
running through November 1st,
shoppers will scan new and
improved “Hauntingly Chill” POS
to learn how they can donate.
This program aims to add $7
million to the over $100 million
in past donations through the
partnership and will be supported
across digital platforms and in
on-premise accounts with tools
from coasters to tearpads.

Protect Our
Protectors with
Coors Banquet
Created for the hardworking
miners who first enjoyed it and
born in the heart of wildfire
country, Coors Banquet is
committed to supporting
firefighters everywhere. Equipped
with new, velocity-driving
promotional packaging, they’ll
be donating to the Wildland
Firefighter Foundation and local
fire departments with every
purchase. The refreshed Protect
Our Protectors platform is backed
by local activations, an exclusive
merch collaboration and abovethe-line support from influencer
outreach and national PR to
radio and out of home.

The LITE League
This year, Miller Lite is raising
the stakes with a new consumer
promotion to keep fans in
the game all season long.
Introducing … THE LITE LEAGUE.
Every week of the NFL season,
Miller Lite will pose a question
about the games happening
that week. The questions give
consumers a 50/50 chance to
answer correctly and be entered
to win football merch, tickets,
gameday experiences or beer
money. With new questions each
week, consumers will continuously
engage with Miller Lite throughout
the promotion and keep coming
back for another chance to pick
and score.

Celebrate Hispanic
Heritage with Topo
Chico and Tajin
Make this Hispanic Heritage Month
legendary with the most authentic hard
seltzer in the game. Topo Chico Hard
Seltzer is teaming up with Tajin to bring
shoppers a flavor combo they can
turn into a lasting ritual. With beautiful
in-store POS and engaging on-premise
tools, Topo Chico Hard Seltzer will
support incremental displays while
giving shoppers a taste of culture.
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Programs
Get Ghoulish with
Miller Lite
Miller Lite is dressing up their
iconic can this Halloween
with a brand-new look.
Beginning October 1st, they’ll
be outfitting bars with a full
suite of tools from a thematic
photo frame to disposable
cups and beverage wraps.
Drinkers can face off
for best costume for a
chance to win a coveted
“can ghost” t-shirt while enjoying
the great taste of Miller Lite.

Miller High Life
and Tie Bar
Refresh Your
Wardrobe
Now when you taste the High
Life, you can look the part too.
Miller High Life has partnered
with formalwear destination
Tie Bar to spruce up closets
everywhere. From chic pocket
squares to bottle cap cufflinks,
the limited-edition collection is
sure to have drinkers enjoying
the champagne of beers in
style. And joining the fashion
revolution are the High Life cans
themselves – with the awardwinning coupe design back for a
limited time.

ZOA Energy to Launch Sweepstakes for
“Black Adam” Movie Release
Dwayne Johnson and the ZOA team are riding the
anticipation of Johnson’s newest film, “Black
Adam,” to raise awareness of a new era
of clean energy drinks. POS
launching September 1st and
running through November
15th will feature an epic
“Black Adam” standee
and imagery of Dwayne
Johnson’s character, plus a
code to enter to win tickets
to the film’s premier.
The sweepstakes will
launch with 360º support,
from a comprehensive
set of in-store tools to
e-commerce, paid media,
PR, social and even a
Comic-Con activation.

Hop Valley Makes Game Day
Hit Different
With craft beer’s popularity among football fans,
Hop Valley’s flavorful yet sessionable IPAs are the
perfect solution for everything from the tailgate to
the post-game. From August 1st through October
1st, Hop Valley will capture IPA lovers with localized
creative and merch. The new look will come
to life on eye-catching POS like case stackers
and wobblers, along with on-premise tools that
incorporate brand education on Hop Valley’s unique
Cryo Hops®.
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Programs

805 Sponsors the
Tucson Classics
Car Show
Win a Backyard
Movie Theatre
with Mike’s

Win a Lakeside
Retreat with
White Claw

This August through September,
consumers will have a chance to win
a backyard movie theatre including
a digital projector, film screen and a
Bluetooth sound system from Mike’s
Hard Lemonade! Consumers will
scan a QR code on themed POS
to enter for a chance to win.

This fall, White Claw is giving
away a lakeside retreat to one
lucky winner and three of their
friends, plus exclusive White Claw
Hard Seltzer two-person kayaks.
To enter for a chance to win,
consumers will scan a QR code
on themed POS.

In 2007, the Rotary Club of Tucson
decided to help the community’s
less fortunate by starting the
Tucson Classics Car Show. Southern
Arizona’s premier car show is a
fun family day featuring over 400
beautiful classic cars. All net profits
support local 501 (c)(3) non-profit
charities screened and selected
by club members. 805 is proud to
partner with the event this year,
scheduled to be held Saturday,
October 15th at The Gregory School.

Score Every
Saturday with
Dos Equis
Dos Equis kicks off football
season with even more reasons
to cheer every week! Dos Equis
wants to help college football
fans enjoy the game with their
favorite beer! Beginning August 1st
through January 9th, consumers
can enjoy Dos Equis and scan the
QR code on themed POS for a
chance to win the ultimate game
day entertainment set.
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Your Next Fall
Adventure Awaits
with Pacifico

By celebrating life’s moments as well as the people that
came before us, Corona reminds us to take advantage
of all that life has to offer. To continue the Día de los
Muertos tradition, Corona’s 2022 program, running from
October 1st through November 2nd, will be supported by
refreshed on and off-premise POS bundles and pieces
reminding everyone that life is made for celebration.

Pacifico will continue the
summer momentum this
fall with an engaging retail
campaign that invites
consumers to “adventure
further”. Pacifico will continue
to build equity in outdoor
adventure by offering
consumers a chance to win a
special limited-edition Pacifico
Super73 e-bike, a brand that
outperforms with Gen Z. The
program will be supported by
TV, digital and social media
and on- and off-premise
retail tools.

Raise One in Their Honor
with Modelo
Modelo invites consumers to celebrate Día de los Muertos
as it is meant to be celebrated – by immersing themselves
in the art and iconography of the holiday. Modelo is once
again enlisting legendary L.A.-based artist Mister Cartoon
to bring the celebrations to new levels through his custom
artwork and personal story. This year, Modelo is giving
consumers a chance to take home the artistry of Día de
los Muertos with limited-edition packaging designed by
Mister Cartoon and a sweepstakes, running in October and
November, to win Mister Cartoon apparel.
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Programs
From August 16th through
October 31st, Snoop Dogg
and Corona are going all in on
football and helping consumers
experience the Fine Life every
game day throughout the
season. Corona will be providing
fans the opportunity to optimize
their game day experience by
giving them the chance to score
resort wear Gameday Gear every
week of the season via prizing
bundles. Corona’s here to help
make this football season the
very best yet with 360-degree
marketing support including
strong TV presence during NFL &
college football games, and on
and off-premise support tools to
win at retail.

Modelo is the
Official Beer of
the College
Football Playoff
With a brand-new partnership
for 2022, Modelo is taking on
college football by becoming the
Official Beer of the College Football
Playoff! Modelo will be front and
center on the biggest stage all
season long, giving drinkers the
chance to interact with college
football season like never before
with the opportunity to GET PAID
to fan! Consumers can enter to
win $100,000 in ”paid time on”,
an unforgettable fan experience
at the National Championship
game, as well as weekly prizing
from nationwide partners such as
Fanatics, Uber and Ticketmaster.
The brand’s football support will
also include strong linear TV
presence and digital and social
media across sports properties
like ESPN as well as the
DraftKings platform.
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Truly x Takis
Truly is a leader with younger
drinkers, flavor and innovation. This
fall, the Truly x Takis partnership will
include a suite of POS to boldly stand
out at retail and drive incremental
sales. The partnership will drive
engagement and motivate drinkers
to level up their “homegates” and
tailgates this football season.
The program includes:
•A
 national partnership with the
hottest snack brand
•A
 consumer sweeps for 3 grand
prize trips to the Rose Bowl in
Los Angeles
•R
 ecipe pairings available at the
Truly x Takis micro-site
• Media and social/digital support

Time to Stein with Sam Adams Octoberfest
This year, Sam Adams is giving Octoberfest drinkers a fun new way
to own the party and celebrate beer with beer! From August through
October, drinkers can enter via QR code for the chance to win one of
650 customized ceramic steins.

Truly & eegee’s
Part Truly. Part eegee. All refreshing. This fall, consumers can take it easy and
turn their eegee’s hard by adding Truly. Custom POS will offer a QR code to scan
for a discount at eegee’s along with Truly recipes to kick their eegee up a notch.
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Twisted Tea &
Doritos
Twisted Tea is inviting
consumers to bring on the
flavor in this partnership with
Doritos. Customers can save
$5 when they purchase Twisted
Tea and Doritos together
thanks to this program
supported with custom POS.

Twisted Tea – Official Partner of the
PAC-12 Network
Twisted Tea is now the Official Partner of PAC-12 Football and the
PAC-12 Football Championship Game. This new alliance, combined with
their largest college football media investment to date, will allow Twisted
Tea to drive relevance and displays and earn share of mind with drinkers
during football and tailgating season. Gameday Pack and sweepstakes
POS will offer consumers the chance to win a trip for two to the PAC-12
Football Championship Game in Las Vegas.

Angry Orchard
Halloween Harvest
Through thematic packs and products,
as well as exclusive partnerships and
sweepstakes, Angry Orchard will help drive
store-level shopper excitement and drinker
joy during the fall/Halloween season.
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Black & Orange: A Guinness and Huss Collaboration
Guinness is teaming up with Arizona’s own Huss Brewing Company for their 6th year of Black & Orange in October.
In addition to the layered half ’n half drink (Papago Orange Blossom Wheat with a Guinness Draught topper),
programming for both on- and off-premise will include a Text-to-Win program supported with custom POS, display
pieces and beer recipe cards.

Smirnoff
Flavor Fandom
Sweepstakes
Smirnoff Ice and Fanatics are
giving away $1,500 “Super
Fan” shopping sprees from
Fanatics.com to five lucky
winners! From September 1st
through October 31st, consumers
can either text TOUCHDOWN
to 24272 or scan a QR code
on themed POS to enter for a
chance to win.
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DraftKings &
Guinness Time
Challenge
From September 8th through
February 12th, Guinness and
DraftKings will run a 22-week
fantasy football consumer
contest. That’s 18 weeks of
regular season, three weeks
of play-offs and one week for
the big game. Consumers will
submit a weekly fantasy line-up
on draftkings.com. Each week,
a prize pool of $5k ($10k for
big game week) will be split
among winning consumers:
$115,000 total!

Guinness: The
Official Beer
of Notre Dame
Alumni & Fans
The Guinness and Notre Dame
partnership (which runs all
football season long) keeps
getting stronger and stronger; a
partnership over 260 years in the
making, with over 41 million avid
Notre Dame fans!

Follow It West to
The National Finals
Rodeo Sweepstakes
This fall, consumers can enter
to win one of four national
VIP trips for two to Vegas
(including VIP tickets, airfare
and hotel accommodations) for
The National Finals Rodeo in
December, plus $1,000 spending
cash! The event includes
a live rodeo competition,
music headliners and exhibits
designed to transform Vegas
into a complete country western
experience. Consumers can enter
to win via text or QR code scan
on themed POS.

Guinness
Sponsors the 36th
Annual Tucson
Celtic Festival &
Scottish Highland
Games
November 4th through the
6th the Celtic Festival &
Scottish Highland Games
return to Rillito Raceway
Park – and Guinness is proud
to sponsor this event once
again. From the Viking Night
Concert on Friday night to
the North American Men’s
Lightweight Championship over
the weekend, the event is a
tribute to the Celtic tradition
with music, Celtic food, Celtic
vendors and, of course, BEER!
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A Pschorr Thing

Moosehead Delivers
The “Ultimate Wild
Weekend” in Vegas
Beginning on October 1st and
concluding on December 31st, 2022,
consumers can visit Moosehead
displays and enter to win a trip
for two to Vegas to experience
the “Ultimate Wild Weekend!”
Consumers will simply scan the QR
code on themed POS to be instantly
transferred to the sweepstakes entry
platform. Winners will experience a
one-of-a-kind, round-the-clock party
only Vegas can deliver, complete with
two tickets to the ultimate adrenaline
rush: an MMA bout! The trip for two
includes airfare, hotel and tickets to
the MMA event.
In addition, consumers can save
up to $5 on the purchase of a
Moosehead 24-pack by redeeming
the rebate featured on the program
point of sale.
Stay Wild with Moosehead Lager!
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Many aspire to attend Munich’s
Oktoberfest. For those who can’t
travel halfway across the world,
Hacker-Pschorr is bringing the best
of Oktoberfest to them! Starting
August 1st through October 9th,
consumers will be invited to go to
www.pschorrthing.com and enter to win
authentic Hacker-Pschorr Oktoberfest
gear and garb so they can stock up
on Hacker-Pschorr and suit up!

Oktoberfest With
The Best
Who wants to OKTOBERFEST WITH
THE BEST? Paulaner is looking
for the best fans to drink the best
bier at the world’s best party,
Munich’s Oktoberfest in 2023!
From August through October 9th,
consumers will be able to submit
their best Paulaner fan pics at
www.oktoberfestwiththebest.com or
post on Instagram using the hashtags
#PaulanerBest and #Sweepstakes
for a chance to win! In addition to the
trip to Germany, Paulaner has teamed
up with New York City’s iconic butcher
shop, Schaller and Weber, to offer
Oktoberfest Bavarian gift boxes.

Alaskan Brewing
Rebate Programs
This fall, Alaskan Brewing is
reminding customers that pizza and
grilling are both better with BEER!
Alaskan is offering mail-in rebates
good for $10 off frozen pizza or
grilling meats with the purchase of
Alaskan beer or seltzer! Increase
basket ring and customer satisfaction
with displays of these programs now
through the end of the year.

The BeerGUY
Oktoberfest
By Chuck Noll

E

lsewhere in
this issue
you read
about pumpkin
beers. Now, I’m
here to talk to you
about Oktoberfest.

If it feels strange reading about this
in the middle of the Arizona summer,
it feels equally strange to be writing
about it. But the truth is, this is the
time to start thinking about it. For the
first time since 2019, the traditional
Oktoberfest celebration in Munich will
start at noon on September 17th of
this year. At that time, the Lord Mayor
will swing a mallet and drive the tap
into the first keg of Oktoberfest beer.
Cries of “O’Zapft Is!” (German for “It is
tapped!”) will ring out and Oktoberfest
will officially be open. The fest will last
sixteen days and end on October 3rd.
The very first Oktoberfest was held
to celebrate the marriage of Crown
Prince Ludwig and Princess Therese.
There was a massive party, horse
races and general frivolity. The
party continued to be held every
year to celebrate the anniversary
of then King Ludwig I. In 1816
carnival booths were added, years
later a parade was thrown in and
Oktoberfest started to look a lot
like what we know today. In 1950
the gala opening ceremonies were
instituted and, by 1960, Oktoberfest
had become a world-wide event. As
immigrants from Germany came to
North America, smaller Oktoberfests
sprouted up in their communities.
Held in Theresienwiese, or Therese’s
Meadow, and known locally as Wiesn,
Oktoberfest is a series of tents,
carnival rides and games laid out like
a small city. And, don’t forget the
food. Sausages, or wurst, are one of
the favored foods, since it’s easiest
to consume while simultaneously
holding a stein of beer. But that’s
not all you’ll see. Look also for plates
of hendl, or roast chicken, which is
enjoyed for its filling nature.

“Attending the Munich Oktoberfest is
certainly a once-in-a-lifetime experience,
but if you can’t be there, find one of the
authentic Oktoberfest beers…”

Oktoberfest has plenty to do and
see, but, as far as we are concerned,
it’s all about the beer. In order
to be served at the Oktoberfest,
beer must be brewed by breweries
based in Munich and adhere to the
Reinheitsgebot, sometimes known
as the German Beer Purity law.
Written in 1516, this law allowed
for only barley, water and hops as
ingredients for beer. No wheat or
rye was permitted. This was done to
ensure plenty of wheat and rye grains
were available for bakers to produce
reasonably-priced bread without
having to engage in competitive
pricing with breweries.
What style of beer is served at
the festival? Typically, we know
Oktoberfest beers as the malty
Märzen styles, usually copper in color
and showing very little hop presence.
However, these beers are not what
you actually get in Munich. Each
Munich brewery has its own tent,
serves its own beer and each tent
attracts a different crowd.

lager. Both the Paulaner and Hofbrau
Oktoberfest beers show up in the
United States in limited quantities
in the fall. If you’re planning on
celebrating Oktoberfest locally, look for
one of these two beers.
Another large tent at Oktoberfest
is the Pschorr-Bräurosl, run by the
same family for seven generations
and known for playing traditional
Bavarian music. The beer served here
is from Hacker-Pschorr and can also
be found here in AZ.
Attending the Munich Oktoberfest
is certainly a once-in-a-lifetime
experience, but if you can’t be there,
find one of the authentic Oktoberfest
beers, fire up some brats or chicken
and sit back and enjoy. Either way, it
is a great time of year to be a beer
drinker. And if you want to throw in a
pumpkin beer, who am I to tell you no?

Paulaner’s Oktoberfest Bier is paler in
color and is the only beer they serve
at their Oktoberfest tent. Famous
German restauranteur Michael Kaefer
also serves Paulaner beer at his own
tent, which is small and cozy and the
number one spot at the festival to spot
celebrities. The Hofbrau Festzelt is the
largest tent at the festival, seating over
10,000 people and serving Hofbrau
Fest beer (naturally), a paler, stronger
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Arizona Football with
Coors Light
This college football season, Coors Light is rallying
Arizona Wildcats fans behind one mission: Chill On. A
suite of in-store and on-premise tools will support the
local alliance, while a larger national program will give
fans of teams all over the country a chance to win game
day prizes like tickets, fanny packs and tailgate chairs,
plus a chance to connect with one of the greats –
courtesy of Cameo Calls.

Corona and Arizona Athletics
Corona is proud to be an official corporate sponsor of
Arizona Athletics. Starting with Wildcat Football, Corona
will support this alliance with custom point-of-sale and
retail programming. Talk to your Route Manager about
opportunities to show your Wildcat pride with Corona.

